Abstract: Attention endows animals an ability to concentrate on the most relevant information among a deluge of distractors at any given time, either through volitionally 'top-down' biasing, or driven by automatically 'bottom-up' saliency of stimuli, in favour of advantageous competition in neural modulations for information processing. Nevertheless, instead of being limited to perceive simple features, human and other advanced animals adaptively learn the world into categories and abstract concepts from experiences, imparting the world meanings. This thesis suggests that the high-level cognitive ability of human is more likely driven by attention basing on abstract perceptions, which is defined as concept based attention (CbA).
Meanwhile, some biologically-inspired computational models are addressed for object recognition, by integrating location-based and feature-based biasing signals along the message-passing of Bayesian Network (Rao, 2005) .
Nevertheless, instead of being limited to perceive simple features, human and other advanced animals adaptively learn the world into categories and abstract concepts from experiences, imparting the world meanings. With this high-level cognitive ability, we usually pay attention to or are attracted by some abstract concepts, such as "neuroscience" and "beautiful girl", rather than specific features. Intuitively, when readers are reading this paragraph they may be paying attention on the concept: concept-based attention (CbA). Someone may argue that the concepts can be decomposed into or described by a set of causally related features, and that when attention is directed to high-level concepts it is actually feature-based. However, on one hand it is conceivably difficult to uniquely point out what features a concept include in a specific situation, because different individual may treat it in different ways, depending on their experience and knowledge, and besides, for one individual a concept can vary with time ( Fig. 1) . 
